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this silent virus for transfusion medicine, both for hematologists who ran
blood banks and prescribed blood products, and for the patients who were
most dependent upon them, particularly hemophiliacs. The subsequent
legal battles over compensation for transfusion recipients, and the difficulties
about how to value the silent and healthy hepatitis C carrier versus the
person with fatal liver disease, illustrate the life of hepatitis C as a bureaucratic category. Duffin’s personal experience with the use of blood factor
concentrates in the 1970s and 1980s, when they were known to carry hepatitis and then were found also to carry HIV, illustrates the poignant struggle
of a prudent medical practitioner with inadequate, halfway technologies.
Lovers and Livers is a well-written book, illustrating the ways we construct
and change our notions of disease. Duffin’s combination of important ideas
and accessible prose make this book a valuable addition to the literature, a
useful text for graduate students and undergraduates, and a scholarly contribution of broad interest to historians, social scientists, and general readers.
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Marc Shell, a professor of English and of comparative literature at Harvard,
has assembled one of the most original histories of a disease, and especially
of polio, that I have read. It is based not only on his personal experience as
a “polio,” but more significantly upon a massive collection of published
and unpublished polio narratives collected from across North America and
beyond. Moreover, he has utilized a vast array of literary, artistic, and cinematic sources to illuminate the deep infiltration the polio experience
made into the broader culture during the pre–Salk vaccine era.
This thirty-year period, from the mid-1920s through the mid-1950s,
when polio epidemics became increasingly widespread across the industrialized world, was also a period when the electronic media—motion pictures, radio, and television—came into their own. Shell argues that polio
influenced “the formation of these media as much as they influenced the
perception of polio on the part of terrified people and nation-states” (p. 1).
After the uncertainties of worsening epidemics and then the “total victory”
declared with the arrival of the Salk vaccine on 12 April 1955, polio
quickly became a forgotten disease.
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The dramatic success of the Salk vaccine not only represented the
iconic “conquest of polio,” but also heralded “a brave new world of universal health and safety” (p. 1), not only from polio but perhaps from all
diseases. However, this “purely prophylactic approach to polio” (p. 2), as
Shell stresses, deferred important studies into the science of what caused
and still causes diseases like polio, as well as investigations into the broader
social sciences of such diseases. Indeed, the long search to understand the
nature of polio and the effects it had on the bodies of individual “polios”
and on bodies politic abruptly ended in 1955. At the same time, the dramatic success of polio vaccines created a general assumption that similar
victories were likely against other plagues. Such assumptions, as Shell
notes, ignored the “historically idiosyncratic combination of public and
private philanthropy that had supported American polio research and
treatment” (p. 2).
Fundamentally, this “total victory” against polio left the many thousands
of “polios” it affected all but forgotten, to struggle, often alone, with not
only the original paralytic effects of the poliovirus, but also the increasingly
debilitating physical and psychological challenges of post-polio syndrome.
Shell’s use of the term “polios” reflects the fact that, unlike almost any
other disease, those affected by polio can never really put it in the past;
polio stays with them, long after the original period of infection, consciously or subconsciously shaping the rest of their lives.
Given this uniquely dichotomous historical situation, Shell’s primary
goal is to unearth the highly variable personal narratives of a large number
of polios, including his own, and analyze them within the context of the
literary and visual arts produced during the polio epidemic era, highlighting the many direct and indirect references to polio and its effects. Shell
next shifts to a detailed examination of how polio and the particular problems of paralysis were integrated into motion pictures. Cinematography
was the most significant cultural development of the twentieth century,
with its initial concern for “defining the problem of stasis (paralysis) in still
photography and then making it kinetic in some way” (p. 11). Shell
identifies some 150 movies with some reference to polio or paralysis, the
major example of which is Alfred Hitchcock’s 1954 classic, Rear Window.
For Shell, this movie carefully balances between being about polio and not
about polio, which was “an avoidance that was also central to its time”
(p. 12).
Shell’s book covers a lot of fertile ground in a unique and interesting
way. His enthusiasm for his subject is infectious, although his enormous
breadth of knowledge of the literary, visual, and cinematic culture of the
period can be a bit overwhelming to the general reader. However, as a
fellow polio historian, I certainly appreciated his original approach to the
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subject, particularly when much of the recent historiography of polio has
been limited to retelling the familiar Salk vaccine story, with minimal
attention given to the polios for whom the vaccine came too late.
doi:10.1093/jhmas/jrj030
Advance Access publication on December 22, 2005
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The medical journalist Jack El-Hai provides a very readable, engaging,
and often riveting account of the life of Walter Freeman (1895–1972).
The history of Walter Freeman is a cautionary tale that deserves our closest attention. Freeman is infamous as the psychiatrist who, with his neurosurgical colleague, James Watts, introduced leucotomy into the United
States, and who became its most famous practitioner and advocate. Ten
years after its introduction, in 1946, Freeman stepped well beyond the
pale with his invention of the reviled procedure that he called transorbital
lobotomy. This operation was designed to be performed by psychiatrists
who, like Freeman, lacked neurosurgical qualifications. In place of anesthesia, Freeman often stunned his patient with electroconvulsive therapy.
He then pushed an ice pick through the orbital plate into his or her frontal lobe to destroy nerve pathways. The operation was “blind” in the
sense that he could not see where his instrument was cutting. Freeman
performed thousands of these operations across the United States between
1946 and 1967.
As El-Hai asserts, Freeman is a biographer’s dream. Freeman was the
ultimate self-promoter and showman. He was a prolific writer, correspondent, and recorder of events and opinions. It is fortunate for his biographer
that Freeman’s contemporaries have provided reams of material that allow
corroboration or contradiction of Freeman’s perspective. For example, the
circumstances surrounding the crucial episode when his loyal colleague,
James Watts, found Freeman performing a transorbital “ice-pick” lobotomy
in their shared offices, were very fully—but differently—described by
Freeman and by Watts. El-Hai has made good use of material provided by
Freeman’s family and by archivists of the George Washington University

